## ANNUAL TEACHING SYMPOSIUM | August 13, 2018

**8:30 – 9:00 AM | CHECK IN**

West Lobby of the J. Willard Marriott Library

**9:00 AM KEYNOTE | Gould Auditorium**

Dean McGovern, Executive Director, Bennion Community Service Center
Associate Professor, College of Social & Behavioral Sciences

### Session I ❄ 10:00 AM

**Gould**
Presentation Toolkit: Creating Effective PowerPoint Lecture Slides
Holly K. Johnson

**1725**
Is Education as Straightforward as Helping Students Expand Their Common Sense Toolbox?
David H. Temme

**1745**
Discovering Your Hidden Canvas
Katie M. Woods

### Session II ❄ 11:00 AM

**Gould**
Creating Effective Lesson Plans: Methods and Applications
Adam Halstrom

**1725**
Strategies for Designing and Teaching Library Research in the Digital Age
Donna Ziegenfuss

**1745**
Podcasting in the Marriott Library
Robert J. Nelson

### Session III ❄ 12:00 PM

**Gould**
Learning and Memory - What Teachers Need to Know About the Brain
Karen Marsh Schaeffer

**Lunch in the Gould**
Transparent Assessments for Every Learner
Pamela K. Hardin

**1170**
Making Equations and Formulas Work for Your Students
Patrick Tripeny

**1150**
How to Talk About Race (or Gender, or Class, or...)
Kurt Güner

**1140**
Anticipating International Students: Literacies and Pedagogy
Jay Jordan

**1130**
Effective Strategies for Grading and Providing Feedback for All Learners
Tara Putnam

**1120**
Evernote in the Classroom: A Workflow to Save Time and Dynamically Adapt Course Content
Christopher R. Butson, PhD

**1105**
Whole Classroom Discussion: Making Learning Visible: Strategies, Formats and Assessment Techniques
CK Miller

**1100**
Exploring Implicit Bias with Compassion and Empathy
David Parker

### Session IV ❄ 2:00 PM

**Gould**
Do You (Really) Understand How Important TAs Are?
David H. Temme

**Lunch in the Gould**
Promoting College Success for Students with ASD
Val D’Astous

**1170**
All Together Now: Engaging Everyone in the Room in Class Discussion
Emily J. Nelson, D.M.A.

**1150**
How to Talk About Race (or Gender, or Class, or...)
Kurt Güner

**1140**
Experiential Learning
Mimi Locher

**1130**
Build Your Course In 20 Minutes
Nathan Sanders

**1120**
Maximum Media Engagement: Lecture Video Best Practices and Canvas Video Design Tools
Jon Thomas